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Abstract. In business process modelling, it is known that using a consistent la-
belling style and vocabulary improves process model quality. In this regard, sev-
eral existing approaches aim at the linguistic support for labelling model ele-
ments. At the same time, domain-specific ontologies have been proposed and 
used to capture important process-related knowledge. However, these two areas 
are largely disconnected up to now. Although some research suggests annotating 
ontology concepts to process models, for instance, to interpret and reason about 
a process model, annotation has not yet gained traction in practice since it still 
has to be done in a highly manual effort. We thus provide an automated, lan-
guage-independent methodology for using labelling assistance functionalities to 
identify and annotate relevant ontology concepts to process model elements using 
a four-step procedural model. 
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1 Motivation 

In information systems, conceptual models are frequently used within research and 
practice. They enable a graphical and structural representation of the main concepts of 
an application domain and their relations [1]. One type of conceptual models is business 
process models, which represent the set of activities performed within a business pro-
cess together with their logical execution order and environment. Business process 
models support the analysis of business processes, which is a common task of business 
process management [2]. Over the last decades, business process management (BPM) 
has been of growing interest. Researchers have developed new approaches and algo-
rithms to further improve BPM techniques and practitioners have implemented BPM 
techniques in their organisations [3]. Not surprisingly, organisations nowadays main-
tain large repositories of process models, consisting of hundreds if not thousands of 
models. A three-study at Suncorp-Metway Ltd (an Australian insurer) dealt with over 
6000 process models, after the organisation had gone through several mergers and  
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acquisitions [4]. Such process models are usually created by modellers, that is, human 
beings. Therefore, the creation of process models is influenced by the individual per-
ception of the modellers and, hence, different modellers may create models of different 
quality. Modelling expertise of modellers has been shown to influence the comprehen-
sibility of models [5]. However, different models may still name the same things dif-
ferently, leading to naming conflicts [6]. The more people there are involved in the 
modelling process, the more it is likely that resulting process models differ largely in 
respect to the used terminology [7]. Still modellers appreciate a consistent naming of 
model elements [8].  

While there are different approaches to prevent naming conflicts (see section ‘Re-
lated Work’), these approaches usually only improve the labelling of process models 
(e.g., by defining a syntax for natural language), but two different modellers do still not 
necessarily refer to the same semantic concept. Consequently, the domain specific con-
cepts need to be shared among all modellers, using an ontology to represent the body 
of domain knowledge [9]. An ontology is an engineering artefact, which includes not 
only a vocabulary to describe reality, but also includes a set of intended meanings for 
concepts and vocabulary included in the ontology [10].  

To connect process models with domain ontologies, elements from the process mod-
els need a relation to concepts from the ontology. Given that the ontology contains 
organisational knowledge, this allows an advanced business process analysis. For ex-
ample, organisational compliance regulations regarding process execution could be 
stored in the ontology and then, during analysis, be used to check business process 
models for compliance. Currently, the relation between an ontology concept and a pro-
cess element needs to be established manually, which is a challenging and resource 
consuming task given the size of current process model repositories. Therefore, this 
paper presents a methodology to automatically create the relations between elements in 
a business process model and concepts from an ontology during design-time. Reducing 
the administrative overhead to link process models and ontologies may foster the use 
ontology-based process analysis in the future. 

This paper is structured as follows: First, we shortly discuss related work. Then, we 
discuss the research gap that our methodology aims to close. After this, we introduce 
our methodology automatic annotations. Finally, we consider limitations of our work 
and provide a conclusion and outlook. 

2 Related Work 

Early research towards terminological standardisation proposes glossaries and struc-
tural rules to achieve unified naming. A rule for activities in business process might be, 
for example, “<Verb, Imperative> <Noun>”, which would make “process order” a 
valid label, but not “order is processed”. More advanced approaches like [11] suggest 
to use a domain ontology instead of the glossary. A partially automatic methodology 
for copying concept labels from ontologies into models modelled with Business Model 
and Notation (BPMN) has been introduced by [12]. However, their approach requires 
states that business objects can undergo and has been applied only to BPMN so far. 
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Another approach to match elements from conceptual models with concept from formal 
semantic schemata is provided by [13], but their approach does not provide the modeller 
with suggestions at design-time. Several studies (e.g., [14, 15]) use online dictionaries 
likes WordNet to suggest labels for model elements.  

Regarding terminological standardization, we can distinguish between approaches 
which provide terminological standardisation at design time and those, which check for 
terminological standardisation as part of a process analysis procedure. For process mod-
els which are not terminologically standardized, there are several approaches in the 
literature, which judge the quality of process element labels and give hints on possible 
naming violations (e.g., [16]) or resolve them (e.g., [17]). Compared thereto, ap-
proaches which support process modellers at design time are rather young. A technique 
which provides suggestions to the modeller has been suggested by [18]. Their approach 
uses a dictionary with a vocabulary that contains all necessary words to label process 
elements, the so-called domain thesaurus. By using structural rules they provide the 
modeller with terminologically standardised labels at design time. This approach has 
the advantage of supporting the creation of correct process models right from scratch, 
while still being applicable to existing process models as well. 

A recent study presents an automatic annotation of process models with concepts 
from a taxonomy [19]. While this approach tracks a similar target, it is different in the 
manner that it computes distributional similarities between process model elements and 
taxonomy concepts to detect inconsistent terminology. This can lead to wrong results, 
especially if labels are not terminologically standardised beforehand. Additionally, this 
approach does not provide an automatic annotation at design-time. 

Summing up, there are several techniques to achieve terminological standardisation, 
some at design time, some as part of process analysis. However, up to now, no approach 
is capable of automatically annotating ontology concepts to process models at design 
time. Therefore, annotation of ontologies requires a prohibitively high manual effort 
and annotation is rarely used in practice. Consequently, existing approaches utilizing 
domain ontologies during the process analysis and improvement cannot gain their full 
potential. To close this research gap, we thus propose a methodology to automatically 
annotate conceptual models with ontology concepts at design-time. 

3 Automatic Annotation of (Process) Models with Ontologies 

Our methodology aims to achieve essentially two things: First, terminological 
standardisation shall be assured, for which we follow the methodology provided by 
[18]. Second, elements from process models shall be automatically related to concepts 
from an ontology to foster a common understanding of process elements and to enable 
further ontology-based process analyses and process modelling assistance in the future. 

3.1 Terminological Standardization 

A key requirement for automatic annotation are standardised and unambiguous identi-
fiers for all elements within a business process model. This is achieved by ensuring 
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terminological standardisation of all elements’ labels at design-time. For this, essen-
tially two things are required (cf. Figure 1): 

1. A domain thesaurus with valid words (ideally corresponding to the labels of the 
ontology’s concepts to easily establish the annotation) 

2. Syntactical naming conventions  
The domain thesaurus contains a vocabulary of all words of a natural language consid-
ered valid in the respective application domain. Words in the domain thesaurus are de-
clared as being a noun or a verb and need to be in their uninflected form, which is the 
singular form for nouns and the infinitive for verbs. Furthermore, the domain thesaurus 
includes relations between words, for example synonyms, homonyms or antonyms. An 
exemplary thesaurus could include the information of “bill” being a synonym for “in-
voice”, “invoicing” being a word formation of “invoice” and “correct” being an anto-
nym of “incorrect”.  

 
Figure 1. Terminological Standardization at Design-Time [18] 

While lexical databases like WordNet can easily be adapted rather than building a do-
main thesaurus from scratch, the domain thesaurus needs to contain additional, domain-
specific information. In case of synonyms, one of the synonyms has to be marked as 
dominant, in order to specify which of the synonyms is to be used preferably within the 
application domain. Dominant words are shown with a blue background in the domain 
thesaurus of Figure 1, while non-dominant words are shown with a grey background.  

Next, syntactical naming conventions are required. These naming conventions fol-
low the suggestions by [20]. Such naming conventions differ depending on the type of 
element which is to be named. In the area of process modelling, typical element types 
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are activities, events or organisational units. For example, activities could be named by 
the rule “<Verb, Imperative> <Noun>”, which would make “Write paper” a syntacti-
cally correct label, while “Writing paper” or “Paper is written” would be syntactically 
incorrect labels. Note that there can be more than one syntactical naming convention 
per element type. For instance, activities in process models may require more complex 
phrases than the one mentioned above. 

Using the domain thesaurus and the syntactical naming conventions, an automatic 
suggestion of terminologically standardised labels can be supported within any model-
ling tool. In concordance with [18], this works as follows: First, the phrase entered by 
the modeller (cf. Step 1 in Figure 1) needs to be parsed into uninflected words. Single 
words have to be recognised and turned into their corresponding lexeme, which is the 
singular form for nouns or the infinitive for verbs. Software for this is already known 
in the literature (see [18] for an overview). These lexemes are then looked-up in the 
domain thesaurus in order to resolve synonyms to their dominant terms. In case a dom-
inant term cannot be found because, for example, the term entered by the modeller is 
not known to the thesaurus, a further automatic search can be performed in general 
lexicons like wordnet, which may return synsets that contain a term known to the the-
saurus. In the example shown in Figure 1, the modeller entered “Bill paying”, which 
would result in the lexemes “bill” and “pay”, of which the premier would resolve into 
the dominant term “invoice” after consulting the domain thesaurus.  

With the standardised words and the syntactical naming conventions, the phrase can 
be reformulated based on the element type the original phrase was typed into. Again, 
in the example shown in Figure 1, the modeller typed a label for an activity, therefore 
the rule “<Verb, Imperative> <Noun>” is to be used. With the words “invoice” and 
“pay” this results in the phrase “pay invoice”. This phrase is suggested to the modeller 
as a correct and valid labelling (cf. Step 2 in Figure 1). 

3.2 Domain Ontology 

The second key requirement for automatic annotation of process models is the presence 
of a domain ontology, which represents all concepts of the organisation. Such an ontol-
ogy also includes elements and mutual relations (so far similar to the domain thesaurus). 
In addition, ontology elements are semantic concepts rather than simple words, and 
relations can be semantically typed (e.g., “requires”, “is a”, “targets at”). These seman-
tic relationships are used to express interrelations between concepts that do not neces-
sarily occur in process models, organisational charts, data models or the like. Therefore, 
they can be used to depict advanced domain semantics. Furthermore, by using relations 
defining inheritance, it is possible to store abstract instances (often called classes, stored 
in the so-called TBox of the ontology) and concrete instances (stored in the so-called 
ABox of the ontology) in one and the same ontology [21]. 

The following example consists of a small organisation, which has two departments 
and two processes (see Figure 2). Two abstract classes are defined: “departments” and 
“processes”, which is achieved with the two prefixes defined in the second and third 
line of the listing below. Furthermore, there are two instances of the process class: 
“pro:invo_check”, which represents the task of checking an invoice and 
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“pro:invo_pay”, which represents the task of paying an invoice. In Addition, there are 
two instances of the department class: “org:dep_fin” is the financial department and 
“org:dep_hr” is the human resources department. The financial department 
(“org:dep_fin”) is responsible for both tasks, which is defined by the relation “pro:re-
sponsible”. Further relationships can be added as needed. 

For all concrete concepts in the ontology, we define a label, under which the concept 
can be displayed to a user. One very important requirement here is that these labels use 
the same domain thesaurus and syntactical naming conventions as described above to 
allow proper annotation of process model elements. To ensure that this requirement is 
met, one could, for example, derive the domain thesaurus automatically from an exist-
ing ontology on the one hand, or terminologically standardise an ontology based on an 
existing domain thesaurus using the above-mentioned methodology. 

3.3 Methodology to Realise Automatic Annotations 

Relying on the two requirements discussed above, we define the following steps as our 
methodology to enable automatic annotations of process models at design-time: 

1. A phrase entered by the modeller is parsed into lexemes, which are then looked-
up in the domain thesaurus. 

2. From the domain thesaurus, a terminologically standardised phrase is generated. 
3. The standardised phrase is used for naming process elements and to search for 

related concepts in the domain ontology. 
4. Matching concepts are proposed to the modeller, who can decide whether or not 

the proposed concepts are appropriate for annotation. If so, the annotation link 
is established automatically. 

Step 1 and 2 are described in Section 3.1 (see also Figure 1). These two steps ensure 
terminological standardisation and are in harmony with the methodologies already de-
scribed in literature. Step 3 and 4 realise the automatic annotation itself. 

If the modeller accepts one of the suggested phrases, this phrase is used to query the 
domain ontology for a matching concept (cf. Step 3 in Figure 2). Since labels in the 
ontology are already terminologically standardised, searching for related concepts is 
left to a simple string comparison. Considering the sample process shown in Section 
3.1 and the sample ontology presented in Section 3.2, the follow-up steps 3 and 4 are 
shown in Figure 2. With the example phrase “pay invoice”, the ontology concept 
“pro:invo_pay” is found, which describes the task of paying an invoice and hence 
matches the activity the modeller wants to label. In the last step, a link between the 
matching ontology concept “pro:invo_pay” and the process element is created automat-
ically if the modeller accepts the suggested annotation (cf. Step 4 in Figure 2). Finally, 
the function “Check invoice” is linked to the concept “pro:invo_check”, the 
organisational unit “Financial department” is linked to the concept “org:dep_fin” and 
the function “Pay invoice” is linked to the concept “pro:invo_pay” from the domain 
ontology. 

While searching for concepts with the exact same title is rather straight-forward, 
more sophisticated searches can be applied as well. Due to the use of terminological 
standardisation, we can also search for individual lexemes within the ontology. This 
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allows to also allows to suggest the user with concepts that do not fit their process 
element exactly, but to provide them with additional concepts known in the 
organisation that could fit the process. In consequence, it is also possible to annotate 
multiple concepts of different types, establishing relations to all process-related 
knowledge present in the organisation. 

 
Figure 2. Automatic Annotation of Ontology Concepts 

4 Limitations and Outlook 

While our methodology provides automatic annotation of business processes with con-
cepts from an ontology, it is limited to the presence of a terminologically standardised 
ontology. However, since ontologies are usually modelled as well (though probably not 
by process modellers), the same technique (without the automatic linking) can be ap-
plied to the process of modelling the ontology, ensuring a terminologically standardised 
ontology during creation already. Similarly, the technique could also be applied to al-
ready existing ontologies, which, however, involves human interaction to fix invalid, 
non-terminologically-standardized labels in the ontology. 

A further limitation, which needs to be regarded more critically, is the fact that on-
tologies actually need to be “useful” to foster a common understanding of domain con-
cepts. Such usefulness highly depends on the actual ontology and its contents. It is easy 
to state that a useful ontology should contain all necessary information, while not spec-
ifying which information are actually necessary. For an organisation, this might be all 
tasks performed within the organisation, all actors and stakeholders, all inter-process 
dependencies and all responsibilities. It is important that the information present in the 
ontology is correct, accurate and most importantly complete. 

Until now, we have not yet discussed an ontology-based analysis of process models. 
Through the introduction of our automated annotation, links between process models 
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and ontologies no longer need to be created manually by means of extensive human 
work. The simplicity with which such links can now be created enables a whole new 
spectrum of business process analyses. Let us start with an example. Besides what is 
contained in the sample ontology presented in Section 3.2, tasks, departments and re-
sponsibilities, a useful ontology might include the information that an invoice needs to 
be checked before in can be paid. This literally means that the business process “Check 
invoice” is required to be executed before the business process “Pay invoice” can be 
executed. Other useful information an ontology could include, are goals which a pro-
cess reaches when executed. This has already shortly been mentioned previously, when 
the process of submitting an invoice at the financial department leads to reaching the 
goal of submitting an invoice. 

Keeping such ontology in mind, we can regard new aspects in the process of process 
modelling as well as in the process of analysing process models. Sticking to the exam-
ple that invoices should only be paid if they have been checked previously, a process 
modeller could be given constructional assistance, i.e. by automatically suggesting 
them the task “pay invoice” after they have placed the task “check invoice” in their 
process model. While there are already a lot of papers on so-called recommender sys-
tems (e.g. [22–25]), these approaches currently learn from existing process models. 
Consequently, the quality of such suggestions falls with the quality of the existing mod-
els. Introducing a domain ontology to generation modelling suggestions from, bears 
great potential for better modelling suggestions.  

Furthermore, process models could also be checked for compliance with business 
regulations or for inefficiencies or general flaws automatically. For this, compliant task 
sequences could be added to the ontology and query languages could be used to validate 
compliance. Besides inter-process dependencies, responsibilities could be validated as 
well. In the example shown in Figure 1, a suitable algorithm could notify the modeller 
that the activity “Pay invoice” (“Bill paying” before terminological standardization) is 
missing the organizational unit of the financial department, since the ontology has the 
information that the financial department is necessary for the task of paying an invoice.  

While both the recommender system as well as the compliance analysis require a 
well-modelled ontology, we argue that due to the reusability of ontology in many dif-
ferent aspects, companies will be more willing to spend time and effort in creating a 
domain ontology of high quality. With our prototypical implementation, we have 
shown that our methodology actually works and can be used to work with at the design-
time of process modelling. We are aware that this is only a limited evaluation, as we 
have applied it to artificial data only. In future research, we plan to apply our method-
ology to real-world processes and ontologies to see if it also works in practice. Since 
an in-depth evaluation requires more space, we plan to publish them as a separate paper 
including more details about experiences applying our methodology in practice. 

Lastly, further research might also further investigate the domain thesaurus. Cur-
rently, we consider the domain thesaurus as an organization-dependant artefact, but it 
might be possible the reuse the domain thesaurus across different organisations. Re-
searchers should analyse to which extent the thesaurus can be reused, across different 
organisations in the same industry or probably also across organisations in different 
industries. A high reusability would be beneficial under economic aspects. 
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5 Conclusion 

We have presented a methodology to automatically annotate business process models 
with ontology concepts at design-time, by creating links between the process models 
and the ontology through terminological standardisation. Significantly reducing the ef-
fort which currently needs to be put into this by establishing these links manually, our 
methodology has the potential to improve future process modelling. Relations between 
ontology concepts and process models do not only help modellers of multi-national 
organisations to share a common understanding or business process models, but also 
enable further modelling support techniques and process model analyses, which – in 
this form – have not been possible with the techniques known in literature before. 

While our paper has a conceptual perspective on automatic annotation, we have al-
ready implemented a prototypical artefact and used our methodology on artificially cre-
ated models. In addition, we have shown areas for further research, namely to examine 
linguistic modelling assistance from a technical perspective, with the goal of providing 
and evaluating different algorithms for a possible implementation in the future. With 
our outlook to ontology-based model analysis, we have shown that our work sets the 
base for complex and advanced analyses in the area of compliance checking, which is 
an area that becomes more and more important for many organisations. 
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